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 The film is dubbed in Hindi as Balika Bodhini in 2015 and in Telugu as Dookudu in 2014. The film marks the debut of Shaurya Chauhan who played a role of Dinesh Pardeshi in the film. The film is a remake of 2005 movie released in Tamil as Paartha Ganeshan.The film has also been dubbed in Hindi as Sadda Adda in 2019. Plot Karan (Shaurya Chauhan) and Bhaumik (Shraj Kumar) are
university mates and have become best friends. Karan and Bhaumik are both very hot headed and have differing opinions on everything. Being hot headed and liberal, both of them are against anything and everything related to "traditional" things or things which are not cool. Bhaumik has a crush on Karan's sister Kavya (Priyanka Seth) and Karan has a crush on Bhaumik's sister Nimrita (Preeti

Jhangiani). Bhaumik has a friend named Rohit (Buddhika) with whom he is very close. Karan and Bhaumik are college mates and they meet every weekend to meet their respective girlfriends, kavya and Nimrita. They decide to get married in a temple and have a wonderful honeymoon. Sushant (Hansika Motwani) is a very strict and pious girl. She is the only daughter of her parents. In the morning,
when the hubbub has died down, her father comes and suggests that she get married to a boy to fulfil their family's (his) wishes. This kind of tradition would make Sushant happy. Sushant cannot think of any other boy in the vicinity and decides to get married to Karan. Karan tries to persuade her to take a second opinion. When she refuses he tells her that if she is not ready to marry him then he will
marry Rohit. This surprises Sushant as she thinks that she cannot marry someone she doesn't know. Karan's brother Ravi (Ishika Singh) and his friends watch this scene. Karan decides to get married to Sushant immediately. Karan's cousin and his wife go for a honeymoon. They tell Karan that it is not advisable for a husband and wife to stay alone together and that is why they are coming to stay at

Karan's house. Karan tells Bhaum 82157476af
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